Abstract

A simple research activity model is suggested that is agnostic to research domain and allows independent curation of the research information lifecycle by a variety of its stakeholders with a potential to further link individual activities into meaningful research provenance or research value chains. We consider the drivers for conceiving the model, its main aspects, an RDF manifestation of it, a particular business case for its application, and discuss its potential for future applications.

1 Introduction

Different stages of the research lifecycle in natural sciences as well as in social and economic research produce multiple data artefacts under control of different data management solutions and software platforms. (We use the term “data” here and there in a broad sense: not necessarily numeric data resulting from measurements but research proposals, software components, configuration files, electronic publications, etc.) Data curators working in a particular research domain tend to develop a specific metadata model that aims to cover the entire research lifecycle from the research inception to the research outputs dissemination. Such a metadata model quite often serves as a foundation for the design of the actual information systems and services. The example of a comprehensive metadata model for the research performed at large facilities like synchrotrons, powerful lasers or neutron sources is the Core Scientific MetaData model [5]; the example in social research is DDI-Lifecycle [7].

Substantial effort of renowned information experts has been spent in order to extend some established metadata models with new semantic features; the example in social research will be DDI semantic modelling ([8], [9]). The richness and the expressivity of metadata model that has evolved through decades can be considered a limitation that makes it harder to agree on what should constitute the “true” semantic representation, or what format of it should be a “canonical” one. Also the attempts to transform the entire domain-specific metadata model into semantic representation, and then offer it for common adoption and data linkage may contradict the social nature of Linked Data as its curation can be reasonably considered an incremental and opportunistic effort of multiple parties (as brilliantly illustrated by [1]).

This is not to say that semantic modelling of the entire research domain is not sensible or do not have a potential for implementation. Collaborative projects of a multinational scale such as PaNdata-ODI ([2], also see under [16]) consider semantic representation of the popular domain-specific metadata model [5] with the purpose of system integration. The motive for this consideration is that, despite the actual information systems in different research centres may be based on the implementations of the same generic metadata model and even on the same software platform for data catalogue [14], the practices of the catalogue configuration, the interpretation and the use of the model elements, and hence the actual semantics of these elements may vary dramatically. A common semantic layer, probably in the form of ontology, is considered then a viable architecture solution that should allow retaining the existing local practices of data cataloguing and at the same time, should give the IT teams an ability to meaningfully integrate distributed data and services.

That semantic layer, however, will require an inclusion into a certain best practices framework to sustain it through time [4], otherwise divergent business needs and business practices of the collaboration participants can make a thoroughly designed semantic model obsolete the next day after its implementation in a real IT solution. Keeping a comprehensive semantic model actual can be quite an expensive endeavour with substantial overheads on continuous business analysis and communication with multiple parties.

Another concern about the attempts of semantic representation of comprehensive metadata models is a tendency for them to reflect the information needs of
only a few types of the research lifecycle stakeholders: this is commonly Researchers and Data Archivists. The information needs of other stakeholders from Funding, Industry, or Education are often under-represented. To resolve this issue, one can take two approaches:

A) As a responsible information curator, conduct thorough business analysis of the research lifecycle stakeholders’ types and their information needs then incorporate the knowledge acquired into a comprehensive model that, in order to be effective, should be validated by the stakeholders themselves (then, ideally, permanently amended).

B) Give different stakeholders a reasonable modeling means to express their role in the research lifecycle so that each of them becomes an information curator who cares about the quality and the actuality of her contribution into the shared pool of information.

The latter approach seems more adequate in the present situation when the advance of Linked Data principles allows various stakeholders to meaningfully model their part of information universe, also re-use the results of similar modeling effort made elsewhere.

We suggest a small but quite universal “core” model in the spirit of Linked Data principles [1] with low barriers for its adoption and use for semantic annotation of the research activity in different local information contexts, with their further inclusion into a global information context. We think that such a model should not focus on data but on common patterns of research activity observed in different research domains (for which we give examples further in this paper); various data then can be considered artefacts or “footprint” of different types of research activity.

2 Research activity model

2.1 Types and common patterns of research activity

Research lifecycles analyzed and structured by digital curators in the respective research domains can be a good source for discovering granular research activities and their interrelations. In this work, we consider two lifecycles: in facilities science1 and in social research; they are most relevant to the projects which contributed to the development of our model ([11], [16]) and their respective research domains stay quite far apart so may help us with testing our model universality.

Lifecycle in facilities science that underpins CSMD model [5] includes the submission of a research proposal to the facility user office in order to get the facility resource for research (e.g. beam time on synchrotron); the further approval of the proposal by the facility’s user office; experiment scheduling; conduct of the actual experiment with data collection; data storage; data analysis; and eventually publishing research results with record keeping for them. Beyond this lifecycle that is supported by facility itself, there is research funding activity, or research policy making, or the researchers’ social communication that all can be considered elements of a larger “research value chain”.

The lifecycle of social research that underpins DDI-Lifecycle model [7] includes the formulation of the study concept, further data collection, its processing, archiving, distribution, discovery, analysis, and repurposing. Funding, or policy making, or social communication, despite there are some placeholders for references to these types of activity – are again beyond the immediate scope of DDI.

Each activity yields certain outputs, e.g. in facilities science, the research proposal preparation results in the investigation (experiment) description, data analysis yields derived data etc. Previous activity may provide an input for other activity or give it a context, e.g. it is quite common for researchers to refer to the previous investigations (experiments) when they apply for a new investment to be conducted at the same facility.

Despite there are similarities between the two aforementioned lifecycles and between the roles of stakeholders involved in them, there are differences, too. Even more differences come up if we consider context or scope of each research activity, or means for their description that are present in each model. As an example, in facilities science, the scope of experiment can be understood by considering what samples or chemical substances have been under investigation; in social research, it can be meaningful parameters describing the human audience which the study has been aimed upon. Not these details that may be different but the very presence of Context and Scope, as well as the Inputs and Outputs for the research activity, or Actors who perform it, or Effects of the research do represent a common pattern – very generic but universal
across research fields. These patterns are common not only across different research domains for the similar types of research activity (when we draw parallels e.g. between facility science Experiment and social research Study); this is also the case for different types of research activity within the same lifecycle, e.g. funding or data analysis or record publication have their Inputs and Outputs, their Actors, Effects, Context (Conditions) and Scope.

These basic patterns contribute to a reasonable model that should not be too burdensome for the respective stakeholders (or information specialists working for them) to apply, yet is expressive enough to promote the principles and best practices of Linked Data in various research domains. We consider a potential for such an application below in the section devoted to a particular business case; in the meanwhile, we are going to formally introduce the major aspects of a generic research activity, and suggest a practical RDF-based manifestation for them.

### 2.2 Generic research activity (research activity “cell”)

We deem important the following aspects of a generic research activity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research per se</td>
<td>Something that is taken in or operated on by Activity</td>
<td>Previous research, Raw data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research data analysis</td>
<td>Something that is intentionally produced by Activity</td>
<td>Raw data, Derived (analyzed) data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Something that Activity is aimed at or deals with</td>
<td>Sample properties, One or more experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Something that affects or supports Activity, or gives it a specific context</td>
<td>Scientific instrument, IT environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Something or somebody who participates in Activity</td>
<td>Investigator, Data analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Something that is a consequence of Activity</td>
<td>Environment pollution, New software module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schematically, the granular research activity can be represented by the following diagram:

![Figure 3. Research activity “cell”](image)

Research activities can be combined as “cells” in chains where Output of one can be an Input to another but in fact, the model allows other sorts of links between activities. As an example, a piece of regulation such as data management policy can be an Output of one activity (policy making), and a Condition that affects another activity (research per se); a new software module that is a side Effect of a certain activity (data analysis) can be a non-human Actor that participates in other activity (e.g. automated indexing of experimental data). This shows that activity aspects in fact do not have "types": a modeler can use and combine them as dictated by the semantics of the respective subject area.

This view is inspired, to some extent, by SADT activity model [17] with its idea of combining activities into the hierarchy or a grid but is quite different by introducing some other activity aspects and not imposing their typization. Also SADT promotes a top-down approach to structured analysis and systems design when we suggest a bottom-up approach that allows combining the granular activities in more complex information structures.

Compared to other project-driven attempts to model research activity ([10], [15]) our model is going to be simpler, more universal, and deliberately aimed at semantic modeling of a granular activity rather than of the entire research lifecycle thus providing a “building block” for a more sophisticated information modeling as and when required.

### 2.3 RDF manifestation of activity model

The outlined model may imply different manifestations; we feel that one expressed in RDFS Plus (RDF Schema with a few OWL terms) has a good potential for adoption by information curators and implementation in real IT solutions. This paper Appendix suggests the
RDFS Plus manifestation of the activity model that can be extended by domain specific entities and properties. As an example, an information modeler in facilities science might want to extend the model as follows:

```sparql
@prefix rm: <http://example.org/stuff/ResearchModel#>.
@prefix am: <http://example.org/stuff/ActivityModel#>.
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>.

# For Activities
rm:activity_subject rdfs:subPropertyOf am:hasScope .
rm:activity_location rdfs:subPropertyOf am:hasScope .

# For Conditions
rm:Condition rdfs:subClassOf am:Condition .
rm:Regulation rdfs:subClassOf rm:Condition .
rm:DataManagementPolicy rdfs:subClassOf rm:Regulation .

# For Output
rm:Output rdfs:subClassOf am:Output .
rm:Dataset rdfs:subClassOf rm:Output .
rm:Publication rdfs:subClassOf rm:Output .
rm:Experiment rdfs:subClassOf rm:Research .
rm:Research rdfs:subClassOf am:Activity .
rm:SubjectCoverage rdfs:subClassOf rm:Scope .
rm:Scope rdfs:subClassOf rm:Research .
rm:Experiment rdfs:subClassOf rm:Scope .
rm:SubjectCoverage rdfs:subClassOf rm:Scope.

# For properties
rm:activity_location rdfs:subPropertyOf am:hasScope .
rm:activity_subject rdfs:subPropertyOf am:hasScope .
```

The user of the information system where the RDF data prepared according to our model is published can then use reasonable SPARQL requests to inquire for different aspects of research activities, e.g. trying to realize first how much research output, and how much of each type is out there:

```sparql
SELECT ?output_type (COUNT(?output) as ?total)
WHERE { ?output a ?output_type .
?output_type rdfs:subClassOf am:Output .
}\nGROUP BY ?output_type
```

or try to discover the chains of interrelated activities:

```sparql
SELECT ?previous_activity ?current_activity
WHERE { ?previous_activity am:inputFor ?current_activity .
?output am:inputFor ?current_activity .}
```

User may be familiar with just our activity model knowing very little about a certain research domain at start, then accumulating more and more knowledge through sensible incremental requests. In case the information modeler, in addition to our basic activity model, has followed good practices of data curation so that e.g. instances of Scope or Condition subclasses are not literals but dereferenceable URIs, the User will have even more opportunities of getting familiarized with the semantics of a particular research domain. When we tell of “User” we of course mean the software agents, too, as the prospect of employing them is a strong incentive for any semantic modeling.

### 2.4 Business case for semantic categorization and annotation of existing metadata

As we mentioned, it may not be easy to give birth to the semantic representation of a comprehensive metadata model because of its richness and complexity, and because of substantial overheads for communication among information curators who apply the model in different contexts. Another observation is that detailed metadata records may in fact represent different activities performed by different stakeholders of the research information lifecycle – while the records that in fact circulate in the information management solutions are focused on particular types of stakeholders only and support their specific roles in the first place. A certain stakeholder, e.g. Data Librarian or Data Archivist may claim that Her information management solution is focused on data in pursuit of some common interest when, in fact, the information management solution primarily supports this particular stakeholder specific role in the information lifecycle with only some types of other stakeholders well served.

As an example, DDI [7] suggests some means to model information about funding but European funding bodies are likely to use their own information systems, many of them based on CERIF standard [6]. So the richness and expressivity of DDI, as well as the actual information systems based on it are in fact aimed at researchers in social science and data archivists, not at funders who are likely to have their own information systems based on other metadata standards, and not at other types of stakeholders in Business, Education, or researchers in other research domains.

We feel that it will be more productive to admit this natural attitude of the information management solutions and their owners to cater for only one or a few roles; it may be better to provide a reasonable means to model different roles and their activities on a granular level than try to capture an elusive information context in more and more complex versions of a comprehensive semantic model. If we take the existing records in a certain rich metadata format, this approach results in categorization and annotation of the entire metadata records with other metadata based on a smaller but semantically meaningful and universal information model – like our activity model.

Let us see how our core semantic model may serve DDI metadata categorization and annotation. The analysis shows that one DDI record typically represents different types of research activity:

As we have identified different types of research activity, we can model them accordingly; we can also
identify specific Actors (Funding Agency, Author, Distributor), activity Outputs (Publication, Dataset), Scopes (Spatial Coverage, Subject Coverage) and Conditions (Copyright, Access Terms). Different granular activities will be modeled then with different amount of detail but we can enrich them with data from other information systems: for research funding – through funding agency portals, for research – through the project and the individual investigators’ Web pages. This information enrichment should ideally be done by the Actors of the respective Activities (Funding, Research per se, Distribution) as they best understand the information context and the semantics of their business.

Our activity model then should allow curating the data and data context (metadata) in a distributed manner, and the combination of granular activities in sensible information context chains. This should eventually give us a more dispersed but a more complete description of the research discourse for a particular Study – more complete if compared to what the Data Archivist deemed valuable to capture and describe in a DDI record for the same. Our core model then serves as a “glue” to support the common information context and facilitate the interoperability of different digital curation frameworks that are operated by different Actors in support of their own Activities.

The existing well curated archives of DDI records can be considered then a valuable “fuel” to support the launch of the research discourse “Web” or “grid”. The role-centric nodes of it will be performing their part of digital curation, with sharing its results via simple and commonly understandable semantic model that can be interpreted not only by data archivists or researchers in social science but by various stakeholders from other research domains, or business, or education, or policy making.

2.5 Conclusion

We outlined the motivation for why a simple model may prove to be valuable is long-term digital preservation with its two well-known problems of the accountable data provenance and of the meaningful data representation for the future (and changing) community of data consumers. The ability of our model to combine individual data curation activities into the traceable chains of them, as well as its very focus on the Activity (with data being an artefact or footprint of it) may contribute to the satisfactory resolution of the data provenance problem. The model’s data discovery capabilities based on standard information requests and profiles of them when it is enough for the User to be familiar with our basic semantic model in order to start the incremental knowledge discovery – may contribute to the meaningful data representation.

Also we find the multi-disciplinary and distributed curation, discovery and re-use of the research information to be in high demand; it is already in the agenda of a few actual European projects (see under [11], [12], [16]) and it is reasonable to expect more of them to come. The domain-agnostic nature of our model, as well as its very manageable core size and expandability where required let us hope for its application in some of the existing and future e-infrastructure initiatives.

3 Appendix: RDFS Plus manifestation of the activity model

```@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix am: <http://example.org/stuff/ActivityModel#> .
```

############### Core entities of Activity model ###############

# Comments are based on the Oxford dictionary, with some generalization or amendment where appropriate

```am:Activity rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that Actor does, or has done, or is going to do, or can do" .
```

```am:Input rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Input" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that is taken in or operated on by Activity" .
```

```am:Output rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Output" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that is intentionally produced by Activity" .
```

```am:Actor rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Actor" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something or somebody who participates in Activity" .
```

```am:Effect rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Effect" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that is a consequence of Activity" .
```

```am:Condition rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Condition" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that affects or supports Activity, or gives it a specific context" .
```

```am:Scope rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
   rdfs:label "Activity Scope" ;
   rdfs:comment "Something that Activity is aimed at or deals with" .
```
# am:hasInput or am:inputFor
# links Activity to its Input
am:hasInput owl:inverseOf am:inputFor .

# am:hasOutput or am:outputOf
# links Activity to its Output
am:hasOutput owl:inverseOf am:outputOf .

# am:hasActor or am:actorFor
# links Activity to its Actor
am:hasActor owl:inverseOf am:actorFor .

# am:hasEffect or am:effectOf
# links Activity to its Effect
am:hasEffect owl:inverseOf am:effectOf .

# am:hasCondition or am:ConditionFor
# links activity to its Condition
am:hasCondition owl:inverseOf am:ConditionFor .

# am:hasScope or am:ScopeOf
# links Activity to its Scope
am:hasScope owl:inverseOf am:ScopeOf .
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